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Abstract 
Fuqaha (Islamic jurists) have extensively deliberated upon the notions of kafā’ah and marriage guardianship. Many subsequent scholars have adopted and adapted the opinions of their predecessors concerning these two concepts. This article examines Al-Bangkalany’s perspectives on kafā’ah and marriage guardianship as presented in his book As-Silāḥ fī Bayāni An-Nikāḥ. Within this work, Al-Bangkalany’s viewpoint on kafā’ah and marriage guardianship is considered distinct. The contents of this article are the outcome of a comprehensive literature review, involving the analysis of the concepts of kafā’ah and marriage guardianship within the book As-Silāḥ fī Bayāni An-Nikāḥ. According to Al-Bangkalany, the notion of kafā’ah, as portrayed in fiqh literature, does not serve as the primary criterion for selecting a bride. Instead, the pivotal principle revolves around the groom’s ability to adequately provide for the family’s needs. Furthermore, Al-Bangkalany argues that individuals with disabilities, such as blindness, deafness, or muteness, can assume the role of marriage guardians after receiving suitable assistance. The intellectual capacity of the guardian, on the other hand, does not determine their eligibility for the role of marriage guardian.
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**Introduction**

An essential prerequisite for marriage entails achieving equality and harmony between the prospective bride and groom, as well as their respective families, which is accomplished through the concept of kafā'ah. The purpose of kafā'ah in the context of marriage is to
establish parity and compatibility between the husband and wife, ensuring they occupy equivalent social standings encompassing both moral values and material possessions. The presence of similarity and concordance between the husband and wife serves to foster a harmonious household and avert any potential misfortune. Thus, marriage materializes when suitable and fitting criteria are met by both prospective brides.¹

Furthermore, the presence of a marriage guardian renders the marriage valid. A marriage guardian is an individual who represents the bride’s interests during the marriage contract. While the role of a marriage guardian holds significant importance in the institution of marriage, there exist specific legal prerequisites for assuming this responsibility, including those pertaining to guardianship for individuals with disabilities. Consequently, a comprehensive examination of kafā’ah and marriage guardianship from the scholarly perspective of Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany, a prominent Madurese cleric, becomes imperative. These two facets exhibit variations in the laws and customs that are contingent upon the prevailing environmental conditions.

The exploration of the notion of the household and the reciprocal duties between husband and wife within that realm has been a source of inspiration for numerous writers and scholars throughout history, prompting them to document their findings in written works. Such endeavors can be viewed as a moral obligation undertaken by religious leaders, who often serve as the central figures in matters of legal concepts. Additionally, it is not uncommon for ulama (cleric) figures to actively participate in the sacred rituals associated with marriage, as their involvement is deeply ingrained in the cultural practices of the community, spanning several decades. Geertz sheds light on various marriage customs prevalent within society, further illustrating these traditions.² This cultural practice has evolved into a set of laws that are adhered to by the local community, carrying repercussions for any transgressions. Referred to as customary law, these regulations hold


² Clifford Geertz, Abangan, Santri, Priyayi Dalam Masyarakat Jawa (Pustaka Jaya, 1983).
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significant sway within the community and are widely recognized and acknowledged. The convergence of customary law and Islamic law is an inevitable occurrence, particularly evident in the context of marriage practices in Bangkalan-Madura. Purnama's research introduces a widely recognized phrase that encapsulates this relationship, stating "Adat is based on Syara' and Syara' is based on the Book of Allah." This expression highlights the interplay between local customs and Islamic legal principles, emphasizing the adherence to Islamic teachings as the foundation of customary practices.

Madura, renowned for its rich cultural heritage, customs, and adherence to the Islamic legal system, presents a unique context for examining marriage practices. In this region, marriage is not only regarded as a social event but also carries significant legal implications within the specific societal framework. While the classical *fiqh* paradigm in family law across Muslim communities worldwide has undergone gradual changes, certain regions maintain consistency in implementing *fiqh* laws while incorporating customary practices for socio-cultural reasons.

Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany, in his book *As-Silâh fî Bayānī An-Nikâḥ*, provides insights derived from the interpretations of the Bangkalan community. Specifically, he discusses marriage laws using Arabic terminology and delves into the meaning of *pegon* (Javenesse with Arabic letter) in the context of question-and-answer sessions. This paper aims to elucidate the laws of *kaf'a'ab* and marriage guardianship as outlined in the book, shedding light on their relevance to the social conditions of the 19th century. With a focus on al-Khalil's thoughts on Islamic *fiqh* marriage law concerning *kaf'a'ab* and marriage guardianship, this paper adopts a content analysis approach. The study involves a comprehensive examination of the book's textual content, connecting it with social norms,
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legal frameworks, and cultural practices. This approach acknowledges the use of both Islamic and customary laws by the community, serving as a foundation for establishing harmonious families within their social context.

This research is conducted as a form of library research, gathering data from a variety of books, journals, and articles related to the topic under discussion. Given the cultural and legal intertwining of Islamic customs and laws in the Bangkalan area of Madura, these practices are intricately woven into the marriage ceremony proceedings. Several studies related to kafā‘ah and the traditional marriage culture of the Madurese community have previously looked at this phenomenon from a normative point of view such as research by Iswira and Herlia, Hipni, Zamzami, Mahbub, and Adawiyah. Based on the background of the problem above, the formulation of the problem in this research is how the concept of kafā‘ah and guardian of marriage applied by Shaykh Khalil in the book As-Silāḥ fi Bayāni An-Nikāḥ in Bangkalan, Madura.

The Concept of Marriage in Islam

Marriage practices in Bangkalan, Madura do not strictly adhere to the legal principles of fiqh, as they are influenced by the local environment and prevailing customs. Consequently, Sheikh Khalil bin Abdul Lathif formulated several marriage laws that are tailored to the specific conditions prevalent in the region. In Madura's customary law, marriage is viewed not only as a union between a man and a woman but also as the merging of two family heads. One aspect of this is the concept of kafā‘ah, wherein the
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preliminary process of marriage (muqaddimah al-zawaj) is carried out in accordance with Islamic law and is considered favorable.

The process of muqaddimah al-zawaj serves as an introductory phase based on moral principles, remaining aligned with the religious norms embraced by the individuals involved. This journey ultimately culminates in a marriage that is firmly rooted in both cultural and religious values, thereby solidifying the union. Nevertheless, certain individuals, be they prospective spouses or parents, hold the stance of not consenting to marriage or marrying off their children unless specific criteria are met. Some individuals prioritize factors such as equality, compatibility, harmony, and religious alignment. Others emphasize ancestry, wealth, social status, and occupation. Furthermore, some strictly require a particular level of education or a certain occupational position. Shihab asserts that individuals possess an inherent right to pursue legal action if their rights are violated in this regard. For a marriage to be considered valid following Islamic principles, it must fulfill the necessary conditions and pillars. However, apart from these requirements, there are additional regulations that can impact the longevity of a marriage. These regulations encompass both Islamic laws, as regulated by the ulama, and customary laws influenced by the ethnic traditions of each region in Bangkalan. Islam encompasses comprehensive teachings that serve as a bridge between various ethnic, cultural, social, and economic differences prevalent in different regions. This integration allows for the harmonization of Islamic values with the ethnic values of the respective communities. As a result, Islamic teachings facilitate the integration and coexistence of diverse elements, fostering unity and understanding despite these differences. The subsequent step in the marriage process is the ijab qabul, which entails the exchange of spoken words between the couple indicating their intention to proceed with the marriage, under the prescribed regulations of Islam. The term "marriage" itself, linguistically speaking, denotes a gathering or union, while in Arabic it is referred to as "an-Nikah," signifying the formation of a family unit with a member of the opposite sex.

12 M Qurais Shihab, Perempuan: Dari Cinta Sampai Seks, Dari Nikah Mut'ah Sampai Nikah Sunnah, Dari Bias Lama Sampai Bias Baru (Lentera Hati Group, 2010).
Thoha emphasizes that the purpose of marriage in Islam is to achieve *sakinah* (tranquility), *mawaddah* (affection), and *warahmah* (mercy) within the context of domestic life. According to Islamic law, marriage is regarded as a contract or agreement between a prospective husband and wife, requiring the formalities of *ijab* (proposal) and *qobul* (acceptance). However, it is crucial to understand that the marriage contract should not be misconstrued as a transaction involving the purchase and sale of individuals. Instead, marriage is viewed as a mutual agreement and a sacred bond between a man and a woman, aimed at establishing a peaceful and harmonious household. It is carried out by fulfilling the principles and conditions set forth in Islamic law and recognized by the state.

**Kafā‘ab and the Marriage Practices in Madura**

In religious contexts, particularly in Islam, a valid marriage fulfills the pillars and requirements of marriage. These include the presence of the prospective bride (male and female), a guardian, witnesses, and the consent of both parties. Within Islamic marriage law, there is a significant emphasis on the concept of *kafā‘ab*, which involves a general selection process. *Kafā‘ab*, as defined by Ibn Mandzur, refers to a state of balance. It stems from the word *al-ku'fu‘*, which means equality or balance. When applied to marriage, *kafā‘ab* signifies the balance or compatibility between the bride and groom in various aspects, such as social status (*hasab*), belief or religion (*ad-din*), descent or lineage (*nasab*), and other relevant factors. In essence, *kafā‘ab* ensures that there is a harmonious match between the prospective couple, considering their compatibility in terms of social standing, religious beliefs, lineage, and other relevant factors. This concept reflects the importance placed on creating a balanced and compatible union in Islamic marriage.

The purpose of *kafā‘ab* in marriage is to establish equality of conditions between the husband and wife, placing them in the same position. It encompasses various aspects, including moral values, societal standing, and property. The underlying objective is to ensure similarity and harmony between the spouses, which in turn contributes to the well-being of their household and helps them avoid potential difficulties or misfortune. Islamic
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In Islamic law (fiqh), experts have extensively discussed and elaborated on the concept of kafā'ah concerning marriage. They emphasize the importance of aligning the characteristics, attributes, and social status of prospective spouses to create a balanced and compatible union. By seeking equality in various aspects, it is believed that the marital relationship can thrive, promoting a harmonious and prosperous family life. It should be noted that kafā'ah is not solely limited to material or external factors but also encompasses moral and spiritual compatibility. The goal is to establish a mutually supportive and balanced relationship that enhances the overall well-being of both husband and wife within the institution of marriage.

Kafā'ah is considered an important part of marriage because it involves the survival of husband and wife. Kafā'ah has been a subject of extensive scholarly debate among Islamic jurists over an extended period. This ongoing discourse is primarily due to the recognition that social status alone does not constitute a comprehensive determinant in Islamic principles. Islam acknowledges and embraces the diversity and variations that exist among individuals, emphasizing the importance of fostering ease of communication and interaction. Within Islamic teachings, the paramount distinguishing factor is the presence of piety and righteousness within one’s heart. True worth and significance in Islam are measured by an individual's devotion to God, adherence to moral and ethical principles, and the development of their character. These spiritual qualities hold far greater significance than mere social standing or external factors. While kafā'ah takes into consideration certain external elements such as social status and lineage, it is imperative to acknowledge that Islam places greater emphasis on the inner qualities of individuals. The level of piety, faith, and righteousness within one’s heart assumes primary importance when assessing compatibility and suitability for marriage. Thus, Islamic principles direct attention towards nurturing and cultivating spiritual values, promoting unity, understanding, and compassion among individuals, irrespective of their social disparities. It is through these
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internal virtues that an individual's true worth is defined, contributing to the establishment of harmonious and fulfilling relationships within the framework of Islamic teachings.

The Madurese community is known for being obedient in practicing Islam. Because Madura makes Islam an ethnic identity. The Madurese community is characterized by a rich diversity of traditional wedding customs and is often associated with a culture that does not consistently align with Islamic values. Within the realm of marriage, the Madurese people have a longstanding tradition of engaging in deliberations that involve relatives. The outcome of these deliberations significantly influences parental opinions and plays a crucial role in reaching a consensus, particularly concerning assessing the equivalence between potential partners.

If we examine the teachings of bhupaa-bhabhu'-ghuru-rato, we can observe a consistent emphasis on selecting life partners without reservation. Consequently, these teachings have evolved into a form of traditional authority within the Madurese community. For instance, within the context of boarding schools, sons and daughters are often not granted the freedom to choose their life partners, particularly if they come from a lower social status. In this scenario, the preservation of lineage (nasabshriya) assumes greater significance, and the disparity in social status becomes a primary consideration.

Meanwhile, the criteria used to assess compatibility (kufi') between individuals are highly subjective. In the context of classical fiqh, individuals can be deemed compatible based on factors such as religion (ad-din), property ownership, lineage, and physical attractiveness. Among these aspects, religious compatibility is considered the primary factor. However, in the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI) of Indonesia Book I, there are differences of opinion among scholars (fuqaha) regarding kaf’aab, particularly the factors considered in determining compatibility. According to the Hanafi school of thought, factors such as kinship, Islam, occupation, financial independence, and wealth are taken into account. The Maliki school of thought considers a broader range of factors in determining compatibility. Meanwhile, the Shafi’i school of thought emphasizes factors such as lineage, religion, financial independence, and professional status when assessing compatibility between individuals.
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In addition to the traditional *tanean lanjeng* wedding, there is also the *pamogih* custom\(^{20}\) in Bondowoso, which is an allied Madurese, research by Lubis and Suhri.\(^{21}\) The *pamogih* tradition is a husband's offering to complete the contents of the household that will be inhabited. The *pamogih* procession is usually carried out after the dowry marriage contract. The gifts are in the form of necklaces, rings, robes or robes, and household furniture in the traditional handover ceremony in Bondowoso. This tradition is the same as the *bhen-giben* in Susantin and Rijal's research\(^{22}\) in the Sumenep area, and the tradition of *rice' lance* weddings research by Syafi'i\(^{23}\) in Daleman Galis Bangkalan Madura, explained that in the two customs, namely, a prospective husband prepares *bhen-giben*, then the prospective wife prepares an empty house, and it will be filled by the prospective husband. A husband is required to prepare a house, cash, and goods. Furthermore, *bhen-giben*, known as a grant in *fiqh* terminology, is a condition for the validity of marriage in traditional Madurese culture, in addition to the dowry.\(^{24}\)

The aforementioned explanation highlights the local marriage culture in Madura, Indonesia. The customs and traditions observed in Madura can be categorized as falling within the concept of *kafā'ab*, despite variations in terminology used. A common post-marriage tradition in Madura involves offering rituals. Hence, considering the significant influence of customary law in Madura, Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany establishes a correlation between customary law and marriage *fiqh* as applicable to the local community.

**Biography Syekh Khalil Al-Bangkalany**

Sheikh Khalil is a renowned and globally recognized cleric who holds a central position within the network of *santri ulama* (Islamic scholars) in Indonesia. He is widely regarded as a
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\(^{20}\) The *pamogih* tradition has an outline resemblance to *bhen-giben*, *seserahan*, *tukon surren*, *jatpuik* money, and others.


unifying force and source of strength within the Madura and Horseshoe region, which encompasses areas such as Situbondo, Banyuwangi, Probolinggo, Bondowoso, as well as the Pesantren Sidogiri Pasuruan and Talang Sari Jember. Sheikh Khalil's full name is Muhammad Khalil bin Abdul Lathif, and he is honored with the title Kiai al-'Alim al-'Allamah ash-Shaykh Muhammad Khalil bin Abdul Lathif al-Bangkalani al-Maduri al-Jawi ash-Syafi'i. He was born in Lagundih Village, Ujung Piring, Bangkalan, on Tuesday 11 Jumadil Akhir 1252 H (September 20, 1834 AD), and he passed away on Thursday 29 Ramadan 1343 H (April 24, 1925 AD) at the age of approximately 105 or 106 years.²⁵

He hails from a lineage of scholars, with his father being K.H. Abdul Latif, who has a lineage connection with Sunan Gunung Jati. His grandfather, Kiai Hamim, was the son of Kiai Abdul Karim bin Kiai Muharram bin Kiai Asrur Karomah bin Kiai Abdullah bin Sayyid Sulaiman. This lineage establishes a connection between Kiai Khalil and Sunan Gunung Jati through Sayyid Sulaiman, who is the grandson of Sunan Gunung Jati from his mother's side. Among his notable writings are *As-Silāḥ fī Bayāni An-Nikāḥ* (a book on the explanation of marriage), *Alfiāh Buku Tarjemahan* (a translation of the Alfiah text), *Kitāb Al-Matnas-Sharīf al-Mulaqqab bin Fat-hil Latif* (a book on the noble lineage of Fat-hil Latif), and a collection of wirid (devotional practices) attributed to Kiai Khalil Bangkalan.

**The Concept of Kafā'ah in the Book of As-Silāḥ fī Bayāni An-Nikāḥ:**

**Tendency to Fiqh Madhab?**

*Kafā'ah* is a legal rule that regulates the compatibility, equality, or compatibility of a person with another person.²⁶ *Kafā'ah* has existed since the time of the Prophet until it becomes a problem today. The problems that arise today are not only comparative questions in religion but also in other matters, namely in terms of wealth.²⁷ The community recognizes the significance of the prospective groom's assets in the process of building and establishing a stable and prosperous household. The possession of assets is considered essential as it enables the prospective groom to fulfill his responsibilities in supporting his wife and meeting the basic needs of the marriage. By having sufficient assets, the
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A prospective groom is better equipped to provide a comfortable living environment and meet the financial requirements of a marital relationship. This perspective highlights the practical considerations involved in ensuring the welfare and stability of a household, emphasizing the role of financial resources in fulfilling the obligations of marriage.

Marriage is widely recognized as a fundamental human need, encompassing both biological and psychological aspects that are integral to human existence. In Islam, while emphasizing the importance of marriage, certain conditions are recommended to be fulfilled before embarking on married life. One such condition is *kafā'ab*. *Kafā'ab* represents a sociological convergence between Islam's perspective on the equality of women and men and the contemporary understanding of social change. Consequently, exploring the potential synergies between these perspectives can offer valuable insights into the concept of *kafā'ab* within the context of social change theories. This exploration provides an intriguing opportunity to examine how the principles of equality and social transformation can influence and shape the understanding of *kafā'ab*, contributing to a broader understanding of the evolving dynamics of marital relationships in contemporary society.

*Kafā'ab* in marriage is a factor that can encourage the creation of happiness between husbands and wives, and ensure the well-being and security of women within the marriage, protecting them from potential conflicts or failures within the household. In Islam, *kafā'ab* serves as a guiding principle for fostering harmony and balance from a religious standpoint. It encompasses various aspects including lineage, social status, and physical appearance, all of which are delineated within the framework of Shari'a. Regardless of one's position or social standing, Islam emphasizes the equality of individuals in their relationships with each other. Shaykh Khalil al-Bangkalany provides an insightful explanation of the concept of *kafā'ab* as it applies to men in his book:

Affirming: essentially the economy is not the main requirement for the groom, but he (the groom) must meet the needs of the bride's four things, namely; dowry, allowances, clothing, and housing in marriage.

Based on the text in the book, the concept of *kafā'ab* appears to align with the Hanafi school of thought. According to this school, *kafā'ab* encompasses six elements: lineage, religion, freedom, wealth, morals, and occupation. The Hanafi scholars argue that non-
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Arabs are not considered equal to Arabs in terms of lineage, and the emphasis is placed on qualifying the religion of Islam, primarily through the agreement of the guardians. If the prospective husband's father agrees with the prospective wife's father, it is deemed to fulfill the *kafā'ah* requirement. The concept of continuous independence from parents is also taken into account. If the prospective husband's father is financially independent, it is considered equivalent to the independence of the prospective wife's father and mother. The qualification of wealth focuses on the husband's ability to pay the dowry and provide for the wife's maintenance. Additionally, Abu Yusuf's viewpoint emphasizes the importance of the husband's ability to fulfill the household's needs, while the dowry can be paid for by any capable family member, such as the father, grandfather, or any other person in accordance with customary practices.29

Reinforced explanations from the research of Muhajir and Khasanah30 that there is a job qualification of the prospective husband at least close to that of the prospective in-laws. According to Abu Yusuf, there is a distinction between professions such as a washerwoman or servant and professions like a merchant. This suggests that Abu Yusuf recognized the importance of considering the profession or occupation as an element of *kafā'ah*. In Madura, the concept of *kafā'ah* tends to align with the Hanafi school, which takes into account not only religion and ancestry but also factors such as wealth and occupation. *Kafā'ah* is seen as a common requirement in marriage. The inclusion of the element of *kafā'ah* related to social status can contribute to the aspiration of creating a happy and prosperous family. By considering factors such as wealth and occupation, the aim is to minimize potential disputes within the household. Thus, *kafā'ah* is primarily addressed to men, encouraging compatibility and harmony in marriage. Meanwhile, there are five general cases of *kafā'ah*, namely:

a. No defects. The disgrace referred to in this case is the disgrace that made him able to do *khīyar faskh* (divorce) in his marriage.

b. Independent

In this case, it is said that male slaves are not equal to free women. Even a man
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who has become independent later becomes a king even though he is still said to be not as strong as a free woman because of her descendants.

c. Descendants

Descendants in *kafā'ab* are based on their fathers. In other words, what is meant by descent here is Islamic descent. So a man who is Muslim himself while his father is still an infidel (non-Muslim) is not as balanced as a woman who is Muslim because of heredity (father/third generation and above).

d. *Iffah*

*Iffah* is refraining from illegal work. Therefore, there is no *kufu* of *fasiq* men with women who are not *fasiq*, not as *kufu* of heretical men and women who are experts in the Sunnah, even men and children of *fasiq* people are like *kufu* with women of people who are experts in the Sunnah. So that *iffah* people are just as *kufu* as *iffah* people too.

e. *Hirfah*

*Hirfah* is good at finding fortune or good at trying (to earn a living). In other words, what is meant by *hirfah* among scholars is known as work. In the Book of An-Nikah, it is stated that men who do not have intelligence in seeking sustenance are said to be not *kufu* like women who have intelligence in seeking sustenance. Then, someone who has a respectable job is not as *kufu* as someone who has a menial job. For example, garbage collectors, tanners, and animal herders, their children are not as good as the tailor's children, and servants' children are not as good as the merchant's children (traders).

It is also explained in Purbasari's research; Madurese culture adheres to a patriarchal system which characterizes that men are the heads of households 31 both in the public sector and in the household, although the Bangkalan-Madura marriage tradition adheres to the *tanean lanjeng* culture which means after marriage, the man (husband) is considered a guest or immigrant to the woman's family (wife), but a husband is obliged to protect and fulfill all needs household, as described by Shaykh Khalil above in his book.
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While the Shafi'i school differs from the Hanafi school in its perspective on kafā'ah, it considers kafā'ah in marriage as a social need that should be adjusted to prevailing customs rather than a condition that determines the validity of a marriage. The Shafi'i school recognizes that kafā'ah alone cannot guarantee harmony in a family. Therefore, the contextualization of kafā'ah must be adaptable to the sociological life of the community. Regarding wealth, it is not considered a factor in determining kafā'ah because wealth can be gained or lost. It is believed that a woman with good character and a kind heart does not prioritize wealth when considering kafā'ah with a man. Therefore, a man who is not wealthy or does not possess material wealth can still be considered kufu' (compatible) with a wealthy woman. This perspective is reflected in the words of Ali bin Abi Talib, emphasizing the importance of inner qualities and character rather than material possessions.

Know that the world we are leaving little by little, while the hereafter little by little we will soon meet. Each of them has children. So be children of the hereafter, and do not be children of this world. Because today (in this world) is the time for charity and there is no reckoning, while tomorrow (in the hereafter) is the time for reckoning and there is no more practice". (HR. Al Baihaqi dalam Syu’abul Iman 7: 3426).

This hadith can be meaningful to recommend kafā’ah in matters of property in finding a partner, but it does not mean praising wealth or making wealth the main benchmark.

The Concept of Marriage Guardian in the Book of As-Silah fi Bayāni An-Nikāḥ

In accordance with the tenets of the Shari’ah, Daly defines a marriage guardian as an individual vested with the authority and responsibility to undertake legal actions on behalf of individuals under their guardianship. Among the numerous conditions and pillars governing marriage within Islamic law, the role of the marriage guardian holds significant importance as it delineates the legal procedures associated with the institution of marriage. In the Indonesian context, the predominant adherence is to the Shafi’i school of thought,
Economic Ability as a *Kaf'ah*

which stipulates the requirement of a marriage guardian for women. Guardianship is considered one of the fundamental pillars that must be fulfilled for a marriage to be valid. The absence of a marriage guardian renders the marriage null and void.\(^{34}\) The inclusion of a woman's guardian in her marriage contract is considered an integral pillar, as elucidated in Al-Baqarah: 232. This verse underscores that the decision-making authority in matters of marriage is entrusted to men rather than women, emphasizing the significance of the guardian's role.\(^{35}\) The prohibition mentioned in the verse specifically pertains to the guardian, indicating their authority to prevent a marriage from taking place if it is conducted without their consent or in contravention of religious principles. The presence of the guardian in the marriage process is obligatory, and the absence thereof renders the marriage contract invalid. The guardian's position as a fundamental element in marriage is widely recognized among religious leaders, establishing a consensus on their indispensable role. Within the marriage contract, the guardian assumes the responsibility of acting on behalf of the bride and serves as the primary authority approached for approval of the marriage continuation.

Imam Malik firmly asserts that the presence of a guardian is an indispensable requirement for a valid marriage, and this viewpoint aligns with that of Imam Shafi'i. Both scholars emphasize the essential role of a marriage guardian in the marriage contract. However, it is crucial to note that specific criteria must be met by individuals assuming the role of a guardian. Eligible guardian is required to be adult, morally upright, financially independent, male, and adherents of the Islamic faith. These qualifications ensure that the designated guardians possess the necessary attributes to fulfill their responsibilities effectively within the context of a marriage contract.\(^{36}\) However, there are differences in the terms of the guardian in the book of Shaykh Khalil al-Bangkalany:

The conditions for the guardian are the same as the conditions for the guardian, namely being able to hear and see, but it is not required for a guardian to be able to see and hear, meaning that deaf and blind people can become marriage guardians.

---


Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany, a prominent figure in Madurese religious circles, has demonstrated a profound respect for individuals with disabilities, considering their social circumstances. In the realm of marriage law, experts assert that a guardian must fulfill certain requirements. These include being a mentally capable, mature, financially independent, and Muslim man, while not being deaf. Article 22 of the KHI, which serves as a legal reference for Islamic marriages, explicitly prohibits mute or deaf individuals from acting as marriage guardians. It is important to acknowledge that the KHI is one of the bodies responsible for the enforcement of civil and family laws. While it serves as a guiding document for practitioners of Islamic law, not all practitioners strictly adhere to its opinions, as they are not legally binding. Nevertheless, the KHI represents a compilation of diverse fiqh opinions that should be taken into consideration. Consequently, individuals with disabilities are only considered within the scope of fiqh as potential marriage guardians if their disability is limited to speech impairments.

Sheikh as-Syarbani holds the view that individuals with speech disabilities may still be eligible to act as marriage guardians if they possess the ability to communicate effectively through writing or sign language, ensuring that their communication is intelligible to others. According to his perspective, the capacity to convey one’s intentions and fulfill the responsibilities of a guardian using alternative means of communication should be taken into consideration when determining their suitability for the role. This opinion highlights a more inclusive approach, acknowledging that individuals with speech disabilities can potentially fulfill the duties of a marriage guardian if they can effectively express themselves through alternative forms of communication.37 The KHI serves as an enforcement agency for civil and family law and remains a valuable resource for practitioners of Islamic law. While the opinions presented in the KHI are considered, it is worth noting that many practitioners do not rigidly adhere to its viewpoints since the KHI does not carry legally binding force. Rather, the KHI functions as a compilation of diverse opinions found in fiqh books meant to be acknowledged and taken into account. Within the realm of fiqh, individuals with disabilities are specifically addressed as potential marriage guardians.
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guardians only when their disability pertains to speech impairments.\textsuperscript{38} Sheikh as-Syarbani’s opinion suggests that individuals with speech disabilities who can effectively communicate through writing or sign language, understood by the community, may be considered eligible to act as marriage guardians. However, it is important to note that within the Shafi'i school of thought, this viewpoint remains a topic of debate among scholars, as indicated in al-Ghazali’s book \textit{al-Wasith fi al-Madzha}. The varying perspectives within the Shafi'i school contribute to ongoing discussions and differing interpretations concerning the eligibility of individuals with speech disabilities as marriage guardians.

According to al-Ghazali’s explanation, it is argued that a blind individual can still fulfill the role of a guardian since their ability to hear remains intact, and the validity of the marriage contract is not contingent upon vision. This viewpoint is generally accepted among scholars within the Shafi'i school of thought. However, if there appears to be a perceived contradiction in this opinion, it opens up the possibility of considering individuals with hearing and speech disabilities as potential marriage guardians. It is essential to strike a balance between this consideration and the practical reality of the situation. In the Bangkalan-Madura region, for instance, Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany permits individuals with disabilities, including those who are deaf, blind, or have speech impairments, to act as witnesses in marriages. This aligns with the opinion of Hamid, who emphasizes that interpretations derived from textual sources should be grounded in the reality of the situation.\textsuperscript{39} When textual analysis intersects with real-life activities, the interpretation and understanding of the text may evolve. Disregarding the reality and practical implications of the text will reduce it to a mere historical or philosophical artifact. The community must recognize that the realm of human life is continuously expanding and changing, defying fixed categorization. From a logical standpoint, if the infinite nature of reality cannot be encompassed by finite concepts, the field of legal science incorporates narratives that can be adapted and applied. This dynamic approach acknowledges the need for contextual understanding and adaptation within the study and practice of law.


According to the perspective of *usul al-fiqh* (principles of Islamic jurisprudence), a person is deemed capable of fulfilling legal obligations if they meet the criteria of being an expert in implementing legal rights and obligations, referred to as *al-ada'kamilah*. This status is applicable to individuals who have reached the age of *aqil* (mentally sound), *baligh* (puberty) and are free until their death. This status is known as *mukallaf*. In his book, Wahbah az-Zuhaili identifies eleven types of barriers within the category of *awaridh samawiyah* (heavenly impediments). These barriers include individuals with mental disabilities, children, those with intellectual disabilities, forgetfulness, sleep, fainting, illness, slavery, menstruation, childbirth, and death. These barriers are considered inherent and beyond human control. Additionally, there are seven types of obstructions within the category of *awarid muktasabah* (acquired impediments) that arise due to human actions, either from oneself or others. These obstructions include *jabl* (ignorance), drunkenness, *buzū* (jesting), *safīt* (temporary insanity), *safār* (travel), and *khata’* (mistake). These classifications serve to acknowledge and address the different conditions and circumstances that may impede an individual's ability to fulfill legal obligations and responsibilities within the framework of Islamic law.

Based on the provided information, it appears that individuals with hearing and speech disabilities should still have the right to act as marriage guardians. This is because these disabilities do not necessarily indicate intellectual or mental impairments, which is a common misconception in society. However, it is worth noting that not all local experts in Islamic family law currently allow individuals with hearing impairments to serve as marriage guardians, despite Sheikh Khalil al-Bangkalany's stance on the matter. At present, experts in the KHI have not officially recognized and advocated for individuals with disabilities to be considered marriage guardians. The KHI has not fully addressed or accommodated this issue. Consequently, there is a need to emphasize the ethical dimension when understanding legal matters, ensuring that inclusivity and the rights of individuals with disabilities are upheld and respected within the framework of Islamic law.40 The ethical dimension has a strong foundation in the history of the Prophet's introduction of Islam in
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Mecca. The Prophet emphasized three fundamental principles: fostering friendships, safeguarding familial ties, and ensuring the safety of the community. Ultimately, the Prophet highlighted the significance of prioritizing the human aspect in all spheres, including Islamic law, intending to diminish social inequality in terms of human dignity.

Conclusion

It can be concluded that kafā'ah in marriage entails the equality of men and women in terms of religion, social standing, morality, and economic factors. The concept of kafā'ah is based on the consensus among Islamic scholars regarding various aspects such as religion, lineage, independence, profession (birfah), wealth, and safe disgrace. Al-Bangkalany asserts that a husband should possess the ability to provide for the needs of his wife and family, including financial responsibilities such as dowry, maintenance, clothing (kiswah), and housing. However, it is important to note that wealth is not the sole determining factor in assessing kafā'ah. Al-Bangkalany emphasizes that the economic aspect is one of the foundational pillars of the household. Regarding guardianship, Al-Bangkalany argues that the requirements for becoming a marriage guardian are not related to physical or mental health. Anyone who holds a guardianship relationship, irrespective of being blind, deaf, or mute, has the right to act as a guardian. This includes the possibility of a man acting as a guardian for a woman who is under his guardianship.
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